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MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT 

ENTERPRISE

Premium video 
solutions for 
the world’s 
leading brands



Solutions to Advance Your Video Business

Multiscreen
Streaming

Deliver superior OTT 

or TV Everywhere 

across devices 

through a compelling 

user experience, 

flexible access and 

catalog automation.

Workflow & 
Distribution

Simplify video 

logistics and scale 

distribution while 

taking advantage of 

monetization 

opportunities such as 

extended Nielsen 

ratings measurement.

Enterprise Video
Platform

Comprehensive, 

secure streaming 

platform for internal 

and external comms. 

Ingest, transcode, 

store, play, and 

analyze live or on 

demand video.

Watson Video
Enrichment

Apply AI to analyze 

textual, audio, and 

visual data within 

multimedia content, 

and to build easily 

searchable metadata 

packages for every 

asset.

Watson
Captioning

Leverage AI 

technology to 

automatically and 

rapidly generate 

editable closed 

captions that better 

enable FCC and ADA 

compliance.

IBM Cloud VideoIBM Watson Media



Deep Blue v. Kasparov
1997

IBM AI defeats chess
champion Kasparov

Research & Development

Jeopardy Grand Challenge
2011

Watson defeats reigning
Jeopardy champion

Demonstration

Watson for Healthcare
2012 

Aids in the fight to
cure cancer

Commercialization

Watson for Financial Services
2014

Detects fraud and insures 
regulatory compliance

Expansion

Watson Media Solutions
Present

IBM launches video
enrichment & captioning

Cross-Industry Applications

THE COGNITIVE ERA IS HERE
and IBM is leading the movement.



Video solutions powered by Watson
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Customer
MAM or DAM

Enriched metadata is delivered as an open JSON bundle to be stored 
and used for search, compliance, recommendation   and other vital 

use cases. 

Assets are acquired, ingested, processed and enriched using the 
Watson Media platform.

SEMANTIC SCENE CHAPTERING
Divides the Media into meaningful chunks or chapters that can be more easily 

managed by people responsible for editing or producing.

SPEECH TO TEXT
Converts audio into text, by leveraging machine intelligence to combine 

information about grammar and language structure with knowledge of the 
composition of the audio signal. Trainable.

NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING
Using the Textual output of S2T or a Close Caption File, NLU derives: Concepts, 

Document-Level Emotions Sentiment, Entities, Keywords, Language, & 
Taxonomy. Trainable. 

VISUAL RECOGNITION
Detects the contents of an image or video frame, answering the question: 

“What is in this image?” Returns class, class description, face detection, and 
text recognition. Trainable. 

TONE ANALYZER & PERSONALITY INSIGHTS
Provide additional features that document the Emotional Tone, Writing Tone, 
Social Tone of dialogue, as well as the overall personalities of characters based 

on their words.

Watson Video Enrichment Workflow
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CHALLENGE

Build a cognitive “discovery engine” that allows users to explore 

ideas inside all TED Talks videos via question and answer or 

keyword and metadata search in natural language.

SOLUTION

Using Tone Analyzer and Natural Language Understanding APIs, 

Watson analyzes concepts, keywords, sentiment, language, and 

taxonomy to curate a playlist of short video clips that offer various 

perspectives on the user’s question or keyword search.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Enhanced search and index: Making the most relevant content 

more accessible to users

Extract the essence of meaning in a way that typical metadata 

cannot



CHALLENGE

Enhance experience at US Open by transcribing video content into 

text. Convert spoken interviews and broadcasts into written 

transcripts for media, fans, players, and coaches.

SOLUTION

Uses Watson Speech to Text API to automatically generate subtitles 

and transcripts by leveraging machine intelligence to combine 

information about grammar and language structure with knowledge 

of the composition of the audio signal. Applied against live and on 

demand content to allow for dynamic transcript correction

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Increased Efficiency: Reduced production turnaround time and 

implemented a system that is continually refining based on 

expanding knowledge base and learning from past errors.

Cost Savings: Less labor and man power required.



CHALLENGE

Creation of engaging highlights for rapid distribution of the Masters 

tournament. 

SOLUTION

Video enrichment watches 100+ hours of video filmed at the 

Masters, in real time, and create highlights of the most exciting 

segments. Using advanced AI techniques, Watson consumed the 

Masters looking for 4 factors: overall excitement level, 

commentator excitement, action recognition (such as players high 

fiving), crowd cheering 

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Creation of highlight clips in near real-time that can be shared on 

social media and other high value outlets

Enhanced search and index: Making the most relevant content 

more accessible to users



CHALLENGE

Engage viewers and enhance fan experience at the 2018 FIFA World 

Cup. 

SOLUTION

IBM designed and developed the FIFA World Cup Highlight 

Machine, a one-of-a-kind, cognitive-based platform that lets fans 

create and share their own customized soccer highlight videos. 

Using this interactive platform, fans can browse and filter FIFA’s 

archive of past and current matches by year, team, player, matches 

and type of gameplay like penalty kicks and goals.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

IBM Watson Media and FOX have turned its control room and 

content over to the audience to reducing the burden on product 

teams and putting the fan in the center of the action.



Providing closed captioning and 
translation services is expensive, 
complex, and error prone. Using the 
Watson Speech to Text API, Watson 
Captions automates this process, 
generating accurate and editable closed 
captions, fast.

With Watson Captions, clients save 
money and time and are able to 
efficiently meet the changing legal and 
compliance standards of entities such as 
the FCC and ADA.



As the amount of content grows, automating key 
services and keeping costs in check is critical to 
success.

Providing closed captioning and translation services is 
expensive, complex, and error prone.

- New and changing closed captioning standards, as well as 
regional rule variations, add to the challenge

- Captions are often either way out of sync with the dialog 
or else only partially available in content

- Live captioning adds a greater challenge as accuracy errors 
increase dramatically  

Leveraging the power of Watson, IBM technology can help 
ensure real-time, accurate closed captions. With closed 
caption data available, your business can now unlock the 
added capabilities of Watson

CLOSED CAPTIONING



Raising the 
Bar for 
Closed 
Captioning

Automatic Natural Cue Segmentation: Using a smart layout algorithm, Watson Captions 

automatically segments caption cues at natural breaking points, resulting in captions with greater 

readability.

Faster Than Real Time: Maximize efficiency by generating captions at previously impossible 

speeds. Content ranging from 21 to 24 minutes in length can be captioned in under 7 minutes.

Self-Learning: Learning from every correction, Watson Captions is continuously evolving and 

improving accuracy rates.

Custom Corpora: Upload a customized glossary to extend vocabulary, provide greater context to 

words, and increase confidence and accuracy.

Maintain Quality Control: All captions can be edited manually using the online caption editor 

interface, optimized for maximum efficiency.





Watson 
Captioning
Live

Flexible, accessible Technology: Seamlessly integrates into existing station hardware, reducing 3rd

party surcharges during breaking news events

Low Cost, Low Risk: Implemented with minimal up-front investment and no incremental footprint. 

Frees up internal resources to focus on other broadcast challenges.

Bringing Cognitive To Captions: Watson Captioning is trainable and self-learning - using AI and 

machine-learning technology to continuously evolve and improve over time

Hyper-local Familiarity: Rigorous training program, which acquaints the solution with market-

specific terminology across vocabulary, corpus, and acoustic data sets

Positioned for Future Expansion: Clients have access to the most innovative and intelligent AI 

solutions



Flexible client interface,  seamless 
captioning support  

•Web-UI for cross-team interaction, News 
Production, Engineering etc…

•Fully automated solution with built-in 
scheduling app

•Manual override controls for on-demand 
operation

•Client training apps that automatically access 
News System scripts

•Customer Portal / Dashboard for End-to-End 
QC

•Highly Available [Matrixed] Cloud Instances

•24/7 support from Watson Media / Max 
Customer Success team



Big Data Learning for Custom 
Language Modeling

•Improve accuracy by customizing a language 
model

•Easy to use UI for managing training data

•Extended vocabulary with words like names, 
brands, places and technical terms

•Customize pronunciation of words

•Upload caption files and scripts to add 
context to the language model



Watson Media
Q&A

tmac@us.ibm.com


